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In the Old Days

This interview was recorded at Cup O’ Joes coffee house off of High Street. There are lots of background noise in conversation and music, but they only help the setting. In this transcription Aaron Marshall is speaking of his childhood memories of going to the bars and clubs on campus as a high school student. We are sitting in lounge chairs drinking our coffee and discussing how south campus has changed and all the bars that used to be there.

-Soo do u wanna hear about the south campus bars…that I used to into?
  *yea! (laughing) sure!
I can’t wait to see… have my parents listen to this…
-but like when we were in high school ok…
- well I was the only one who lived in the campus area, but a lot of my friends…
-I mean when your like…
14…
15…
16…
you know…
-you don’t really have that much to do…on the weekend
-you know maybe one of your friends has a car and that’s sweet or whatever
-but your not really…
you know
-you don’t have a lot of, entertainment options that you consider to be fun:
-so what we, uh, what we used to do…and this is back:
-this is like in the old day, I feel like a grandfather here, but: *laugh

in the old days lets just
that there pol… their door policies were just a little bit more relaxed then they are
now a’ days:
*laugh
and uh…so uh…it started off maybe when I was like 14, or 15
-and because all off the action was down on south campus: and they have these: used to
have these guide wire that would run along the sidewalk
-like think about where gateway area is now
*uh huh –if that was just like a row of...like kind a rundown seedy bars that everyone
was trying to get into:
and they had wires to keep the drunks from falling into the street
And you would like drive by or walk by, and I mean it was just…
The whole sidewalk would just be packed…
*laugh
-in activity, and people yellin...and screamin...
kind of like prolly what you can see kinda outside of Lido’s or whatever now
-but: way...on a whole different scale
-I mean... it was like...I compare it to like uh...Court Street in Athens where I went to school
*laugh
-where its just Friday night, its just wall to wall people getting into the bars
-so any way...so when your about 14 or 15 your thinking yea it would be pretty fun to go hangout down there
*laugh
-cuz you don’t have anything else to do -not really that your gonna get in... or girls are gonna talk to you or anything, your 14!
*laugh
-but so anyway...but I have like... some fond memories of like... me and my high school buddies going down there and trying to hang out with the older crowd and...you know...I don’t know what we told my parents we were doing...
*laugh
and then as we got a little bit older and got to be like maybe like...juniors or seniors in high school we could kind of like... fit in like maybe we, were going to OSU
*y you looked a little bit older
It looked a little bit older
-then we started doing the whole...you know...I don’s have my ID on me...and then they would...
and then they would stamp you low and give you like an x on your hand
*uh huh
-But then you could just do the whole go into the bathroom and wash it off move, which,
I’m gonna guess will never go out of style
*laugh
and uh...and so...I also had some memories of being like 16/17 and being in Mean Mr. Mustard’s which was this great:
like bar... that was I guess today you would call it like a Goth bar or an industrial bar or somethin...that you walked up the steps to get into, and being like 17...and being in like a real bar, I mean it was...aww man
*what was it called again?
It was called Mean Mr. Mustard’s
*Mean Mr. Mustard’s
It was, it was, it was a great:
Ugh:
It was over ugh:
God (softly):
Kinda near where
Roughly across the street from where that army/navy store is...* yea,
just south of um...like Gateway:
*Uh-hum
And uh...so you know...I have memories of being there, saw my first bar fight in there and
Nothing really that crazy other than we were sneakin in and tryin to sneak beers and stuff, but...

*uh-huh

It wasn't like that wild but:
Just to be like a part of that and to be in high school and stuff was so, cool
*uh-huh

one of these distinct memories that I have...
and I just figured, instead of you know:
I could tell you boring stories forever,

*laugh

that's...but I think that's part of...um, you know, uh, growing up on campus is like being part of university whether its going to athletic events:
But I think part of it too is to kinda grow up but with a little bit more knowledge about street smarts or whatever, because you see the whole range, of, of, of...people, experiences

-that, that was another point I wanted to make during this is just that...when I, like when I got to college, my uh, base of experience and the like people that I had grown up near and dealt with and you know different races... and different, ages, and, all of that was a lot different then some of the people I went to school with
*uh-huh

who kinda just grew up and everybody was sort of the same, and looked the same, same, made about the same money and you know, there is a real diversity in the university area that has definitely served me well, going forward in terms of being able to talk to people and relate to people, and I think part of that, you know, is the whole nature vs. nurture thing. Part of it of course is your parents, but also part of it is your environment. So that was the point I wanted to make.

*So you think that living in the university district (loud noise in background creating a pause) has prepared you for the real world growing up?

-Yea, I'd say so.

Key:
- sharp beginning/end
... slowly drawing the word out, or a long pause
indent split in the sentence
: long pause between words
* interviewer speaking
! excitement in the voice
This interview was recorded at Cup O' Joes coffee house on High Street. There is background noise like people talking, music playing and coffee grinding. In this transcription Aaron Marshall is speaking of a time when he visited a bar called Stash where many famous musicians have played before it was torn down.

00:02:24
AM I remember uh... I think I was telling you about uh Stash’s...
CB uh huh
AM Stash’s was a, rock club, down an uh...uh, its across from where Dicks Den is now...
CB uh huh
AM and uh... it was open until maybe...I don’t know... SSSix years ago or so...
and uh, I saw some of my first rock shows there, I saw the Red Hot Chili Peppers there, uh, when there was like maybe 200 people in the bar and...- before they, you know were well known... um, I wasn’t there ~Nirvana played there~ before their...big album hit um, but just... -cats like that, ya know?, and... the Chili Peppers show -I remem, -‘bout the only thing I can remember about it was thinkin, wow these guys are gonna be, big
CB laugh

AM and... thinking that {Flea was a ffreak man!}

CB laugh

AM - because he... was ... agh God *I think he had some type of*, like loin cloth on or something, - and no shirt

CB laugh

AM Jumps up on like this uh... table *knocking everybody's drinks over and he's wailing around on his base*, ..and just, you know, freakin' out and... doing Flea stuff but, at the time you know, no one knew who he was...

well - I mean, - I guess a few people did
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This interview was recorded at Cup O’ Joes on High Street. There is background noise like people talking, music playing, and coffee grinding and brewing. This narrative is about the time Aaron Marshall went to a street party to cover the story for his newspaper.

00:19:50
AM Ok I’ll tell you this... I’ll I’ll tell you this sstory, this is a funny story, I was working for the other paper at the time which is an alternative paper in Columbus, *it’s a weekly*
CB uh huh
AM and there was, oh god I wanna say this is maybe in 2001 or 2002, and there was... uh a riot... umm... in the spring time, so it wasn’t a football game- but there was a big riot in the spring time um... and then there was – and then the next weekend was, was 4:20 which is a term that has significance among uh... your marijuana users
CB {uh huh}
AM so there was gonna be a big party uh, huh Norwich fest *I think it was gonna be called, it was gonna be down on Norwich* and that was the next weekend, and like, there was this, I mean it was in the news you know, like we had done a story like, hey you know, stuff might jump off down at Norwich tonight...blah blah blah, I mean the cops knew, the, pretty much everybody in the city was like, ok, stuff might happen down at Norwich fest, so-
CB is this, is this the night of the game?
AM there was no game, this was just in the spring time
CB oh, ok
AM I thought it was during the football game but it wasn’t, because it was during the spring time ok, it was on, it was on, April 20th or around April 20th
CB yea, ok, laugh
AM either 2001 or 2002, I could check for you
CB laugh
AM so anyway, you, so I went down there I was like *I’m gonna cover this! I’m a reporter!*
CB laugh
AM so I show up at about 1 am, down on Norwich because I’m thinking probably about the bars close is when this is gonna take off....sure enough, actually I took a couple of friends of mine with me, just because I said like, hey, you guys wanna, you guys wanna go cover a riot?
CB laugh
AM so, I show, so and one of friends had a six pack with him, so, I, I never told anyone at the newspaper that but so we had beer and we were going, a, to cover a, a riot, so anyway we show up, its about 1 am and the cops are just coming down the street, and they’ve got like all their riot gear on and they’ve got like the ~mask~ and they’ve got like the ~car~ it’s some kinda tank thing
CB oh no!
AM and they are saying over the loud speaker, ~please clear the street, you know, you are in violation of the city codes~, *such and such*, so there comin, from ~Indianola down to High Street~, so they’re comin... I’m terrible with directions, east to west,
CB laugh
AM and so there comin down the street, and there, and then they start ~shooting~ tear gas, *er it was either pepper spray or teargas, I remember it as teargas* and the crowd is slow, is in the street,
CB oh my goodness
AM there slowly moving back as this tank and this you know, ~line~ of police officers is, is coming down the street and, and then the cops start shootin, I don’t know, *we called them knee knockers*, I don’t know, they like, I don’t know
CB {knee knockers}
AM they like, you shoot them into the ground and they bounce up; and then they hit you in the knees or whatever they’re like rubber ~pellet, bullets~ or *something, I don’t know what they are*
CB laugh
AM so they’re shootin knee knockers are just taking people out right and left
CB oh my gosh
AM now I’m *trying* to like, I know you know its not very professional of me to have friends with me that have beer but,, I *was there to cover* so I’m like trying to like scramble around and get a good vantage point, on what’s happening, and also I’m not clearing the scene which is what they want me to do
CB uh huh
AM because there trying to clear the scene, I mean to them, I just look like another college student, I mean you know, I wasn’t dressed any differently, this was like, you know, maybe when I was 28 years old, so, you know so um... so anyway at one point, and and so then there’s people start lobbin’ bottles at the cops
CB oh no!
AM and there's enough drunk guys, and it was almost all males that were participating in this thing?, the women they were watching but they weren't really trying to face down the cops., at one point, the drunk guys kinda mass up, and most of them were shirtless...
I don't know why...
CB laugh
and so the cops, and the shirtless guys are like comin face to face... and thers bottles comin in from like you know, the sides, like from slightly higher ground, and at that point, I thought, there's gonna be some, stuff is gonna really jump off now
CB uh huh
AM and um what ended up happening was the... uuuuh, a couple cops took a, a bottle, you know, um they had protective, so they didn't take it in the head, but you know off their shield or off their, and they just decided, we've had enough of this, and they just, (makes shooting noise) and just, I mean just unloaded with the tear gas
CB oh
AM to where, to where I mean it was just like a fog of it
CB laugh
AM and then, just everybody was pushed back, I mean some people were, I mean these students were ready to roll man, they had the handkerchiefs dipped in water
CB laugh
AM you know they were totally ready to roll and then they kina cleared the street.
This interview was recorded at Cup O' Joes on High Street with Aaron Marshall. He had just told a story of how he and his roommate used to charge people to park their cars in the yard of their double during the OSU football games. After the yard was full, Aaron and his roommate would leave until late that night, avoiding the confusion of trying to get all the cars out.

00:41:28
AM This one time it was really funny, I think it was maybe the Michigan game or something, because we were parking cars in the front yard, we were also parking them on the ~side~ like in between... our house and the next house...and so they were kind of...hidden, you wouldn’t necessarily, you kinda had to remember where it was kinda in between two houses, well anyways some guy, you know, obviously he got too drunk or whatever
CB laugh
AM and there was like a car {parked in between our two houses for like four or five days} after the game
CB laugh
AM and then finally like on Thursday or Friday after that Saturday game... you know like shows up for his uh, some type of sports car... and got it
CB oh, a sports car
AM I don't know, I just remember that we were like is this guy ever gonna remember
where he parked his car  Laugh
CB laugh
AM and our landlord never found out about it, and we totally made money and
everybody, the guys that live next door to us were ~kinda~, a little bit pissed off that we
weren't cutting them in on the profits but...
CB laugh, well tough luck
AM hey as I, yea as I told them told them, hey why don't you guys go buy a case of beer
then, .oh wait, you cant.
CB laugh, that was funny
AM laugh so that was kinda fun